Reasons for Prophylactic Mastectomy in Women Carrying BRCA 1/2 Mutation: A Systematic Literature Review
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ABSTRACT

Although the majority of breast cancers are sporadic, it is estimated that between 5% and 10% of cases are hereditary and mostly associated with BRCA 1 and BRCA 2 mutations. Women with BRCA 1 or BRCA 2 mutation present up to 95% increased risk of breast cancer and are advised to take preventive measures. Surveillance, chemoprevention and prophylactic surgery (mastectomy and oophorectomy) are risk-reducing strategies. This literature review aims to respond to two major questions: 1) to what extent is the decision-making for prophylactic mastectomy in women with the BRCA mutation a more relevant option than other strategies, and 2) what are the major factors influencing the decision for mastectomy? For this purpose, 27 published articles were reviewed. Results show: a) the decision for mastectomy is more frequent in women carrying BRCA 1/2 mutation than in non-carriers; mastectomy being less frequent than oophorectomy; b) the decision-making is significantly associated with BRCA mutation, parity, age and family history; c) reasons underlying women decision-making relate to anxiety toward the risk of cancer, concerns with surgery, body-image and sexuality. It is discussed that, due to the complexity of the decision-making process, these cases require a careful and meticulous approach regarding information provided, and in addressing concerns.
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1. Introduction

Breast cancer is the second most commonly diagnosed cancer in women and a major cause of cancer-related mortality [1]. The majority of breast cancers are sporadic, i.e., occur in women with no family history of cancer. About 70% to 80% of breast cancers are placed in this category [2]. However, it is estimated that 5% to 10% of cases have hereditary causes and, in women under 35 years of age, this percentage ascents to 25% to 40% [2].

Although several genes have been associated with hereditary types of cancer, the majority of cases of breast and gynecological cancer (ovaries, fallopian tubes, and peritoneum) in which a family history of cancer is present are associated with mutations in BRCA 1 and BRCA 2 genes. It is estimated that 60% to 70% of hereditary cancer cases are related with mutations in these genes [3]. These genes were identified in the mid 1990s and are classified as tumor suppressor genes BRCA 1 and BRCA 2 [4,5]. Both have high-level coding sequences, consisting of 51 exons in total, with the majority of mutations described as protein-truncating mutations, containing frame-shift mutations [6].

Mutations in BRCA 1 are more associated with the basal or triple negative subtype of breast cancer with predominance of lymphocytic infiltration with histologically aggressive features [7]. Moreover, tumors associated with mutations in BRCA 2 tend to be luminal, estrogen receptor positive and progesterone receptor positive [7]. There remained controversy regarding prognosis of BRCA-associated breast cancers but Rennert et al. [8] found no differences in breast cancer-specific rates of death among Israeli women with BRCA founder mutation and non-carriers.

Germ line mutations in BRCA 1/2 are related with higher risk for breast and ovarian cancer in women, when compared to general population. However, the magnitude of risk is very wide and often contradictory, as it also depends on contextual factors (family history, ethnicity, environmental, hormonal and lifestyle factors). Results from a meta-analysis show that, in women with a BRCA1 mutation, the average cumulative risk of cancer at the age of 70 years is 57% (95% CI 47 - 66) and, for women with a
BRCA 2 mutation, it is of 49% (95 CI 40% - 57%) [9]. However, Bermejo-Perez et al. [10] indicate that, in women with BRCA1 mutation, the average risk of cumulative breast cancer at the age of 70 years ranges from 51% to 95% and for BRCA 2 mutation, the risk ranges between 33% and 95%. The greater penetrance was found in families with multiple cases of cancer.

Clinically, breast cancers associated with mutations of the genes BRCA 1 and BRCA 2 seem to have an earlier onset, when compared with sporadic breast cancer. The average age of breast cancer onset is at 40 to 50 years for BRCA 1/2 mutation carriers, and at 60 to 70 years for sporadic cases [11]. BRCA 1 mutation seems to be associated with earlier onset breast cancer, when compared with BRCA 2 mutations [12].

Women at high-risk for breast cancer, such as the carriers of BRCA 1/2 mutations, are advised to take preventive measures in order to reduce risk. Currently, there are various medical and surgical options for the prevention of breast cancer, namely: intensive monitoring, chemoprevention and prophylactic surgery, which can be divided into mastectomy and oophorectomy. The National Comprehensive Cancer Network [14] has established screening and intervention guidelines (NCCN guidelines) for hereditary breast and/or ovarian cancer syndrome (associated with BRCA 1/2 mutations), which include the three afore mentioned options (http://www.nccn.org). There are other hereditary syndromes, which are less frequent, such as the Li-Fraumeni (associated with TP 53 mutations), the Cowden (associated with PTEN gene mutations), or the Peutz-Jeghers syndrome (associated with STK 11 mutations), for which the NCCN also established specific guidelines. However, these syndromes are not under the scope of this study.

The efficacy of these interventions varies, and to perform a linear meta-analysis is not a simple process. This happens because of the type of studies conducted and included in the analysis (which are difficult to operationalize as randomized-control studies), as well as because of the difficulty in defining specific criteria to evaluate the overall effectiveness of each strategy studied. Review studies show that there is a higher effectiveness of prophylactic surgery strategies compared to other strategies, in women carrying BRCA mutations [7,10,12]. Regarding prophylactic surgery, and more specifically in relation to bilateral mastectomy, there seems to be a reduction of risk for breast cancer in 85% to 100%, in carriers of BRCA mutations [7,12]. In the case of oophorectomy, it reduces the risk of ovarian cancer in 96%, and of breast cancer in 53%. Nevertheless, there are adverse events inherent to these interventions that need to be taken into account. In fact, Bermejo-Pérez and colleagues [10] found between 21% to 30% prevalence of mastectomy complications including hematomas, infections, contractions or rupture of the implant in cases of immediate reconstruction. Surgical interventions may also present additional complications with respect to psychological issues, particularly regarding body image, and mother and wife roles [10].

The surveillance strategies are based on early detection of cancer and not on prevention, which is difficult to study in comparison studies. The mammogram seems to present lower sensitivity results in women with BRCA mutation (40% to 56%) [10], but this sensitivity seems to increase (83% to 95%) with the combination of MRI [7,10].

The decision for chemoprevention is based on the assumption that oestrogen plays a major role in carcinogenesis [13-15], and based on this assumption, tamoxifen, may prevent of breast cancer and ovarian cancer [7,10,12]. In a clinical trial, tamoxifen reduced the risk of invasive breast cancer, but significant reduction was found only in ER-Positive tumours, [16]. Although data for tamoxifen as an effective strategy to reduce breast cancer are convincing, there are important side effects such as an increase in endometrial cancer, or an increase in vascular events [16]. Other hormonal treatments are being tested as preventive measures for breast cancer, such as the aromatase inhibitors [17].

Surgical mastectomy seems to have a multivariate, complex and often ambivalent nature: recommendations are suggested on a case-by-case basis, and women always have to make the final decision, which is a difficult process. This paper aims to study the decision-making process of women carrying BRCA mutations, regarding the adoption of mastectomy as a risk reduction strategy. To pursue this aim, a descriptive systematic literature review was conducted, in order to respond to the following research questions: 1) to what extent is the decision-making for prophylactic mastectomy in women with the BRCA mutation a more relevant option than other strategies, and 2) what are the major factors influencing the decision for mastectomy? We decided to study the answers to these questions because in medical genetics consultations with women at high familial risk for breast and ovarian cancer we must recommend a prevention strategy and we are frequently confronted with very different decisions from patients regarding the same issue. Therefore, understanding the reasons for accepting or rejecting PM in high risk women has become a highly relevant topic for practical cancer care.

2. Method

Research studies conducted between 2005 and 2012 were gathered using electronic databases PubMed and MEDLINE, specifying the following research terms: “BRCA mutation”, “mastectomy” and “prophylactic surgery”. A search for the cited articles in the originally found research studies and reviews was also conducted.
2.1. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

In this study, the following inclusion criteria were adopted: original studies, published between 2005 and 2012, in which the participants were women at risk of breast cancer, focusing on the study of the frequency and decision-making process for mastectomy as a prophylactic strategy to reduce the risk of breast and/or ovarian cancer. The following exclusion criteria were defined: 1) Review studies or meta-analysis; 2) Studies that include, as participants, women whose essential right to use their ability to make decisions cannot be fully addressed (children, mentally ill, etc.); 3) Studies in which the majority or the whole sample is comprised by participants with active cancer; 4) Studies in which the sample did not include women carrying BRCA 1 and/or BRCA 2 mutations.

2.2. Selection of Articles and Data Analysis

From the first search conducted, 270 articles were found. After screening for repeated articles and applying exclusion criteria, 27 papers met the criteria to be included in this review. Regarding data analysis, the general term of Prophylactic Mastectomy (PM) was adopted, including both bilateral and unilateral types, since only one study was found that included a sample with both types of surgery. The other studies included in this review refer to Bilateral Prophylactic Mastectomy, which is the most frequent intervention.

3. Results

Table 1 presents the reference for the articles included in this review. Some of these focus on the study of the frequency of prophylactic mastectomy, comparing to other prevention strategies adopted like prophylactic oophorectomy. Other studies aim to explore the factors and processes underlying the decision-making process, either by looking for correlations between factors, either by adopting a more qualitative analysis in describing women’s perceptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Method for data collection follow-up time frame</th>
<th>Issues investigated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metcalf et al. (2012)</td>
<td>22 carriers of BRCA 1/2 mutation</td>
<td>Self-completion questionnaire conducted at present time and one year and two years after genetic testing.</td>
<td>Study of attitudes taken toward risk reduction of breast cancer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julian-Reynier et al. (2011)</td>
<td>101 carriers of BRCA 1/2 mutation and 145 non-carriers</td>
<td>Self-completion questionnaire conducted at present time and with a 5-year follow-up.</td>
<td>Perception and risk reduction strategies of breast and ovarian cancer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard et al. (2011)</td>
<td>22 carriers of BRCA 1/2 mutation</td>
<td>Interviews analysed based on Grounded Theory.</td>
<td>Perceptions regarding prophylactic surgery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard et al. (2010)</td>
<td>22 carriers of BRCA 1/2 mutation</td>
<td>Interviews.</td>
<td>Definition of the right time for decision-making regarding mastectomy and prophylactic oophorectomy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dagan et al. (2009)</td>
<td>17 carriers of BRCA 1/2 mutation</td>
<td>Semi-structured interviews.</td>
<td>Attributed meaning by BRCA carriers to their condition of high risk for breast and ovarian cancer, as well as regarding the risk reducing strategies adopted.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Participants &amp; Methods</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metcalf et al. (2008)</td>
<td>517 carriers of BRCA 1/2 mutation (316 BRCA1 and 186 BRCA2) e 186 non-carriers Questionnaire via e-mail and telephone. Administered at present time, with average follow-up of 4.5 years.</td>
<td>Prevalence of breast cancer risk reducing strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoogerbrugge et al. (2008)</td>
<td>196 carriers of BRCA 1/2 mutation Non-mentioned. Average follow-up of 2 years.</td>
<td>Evaluation of the impact of an abnormal result of the mammogram or of the MRI in the decision-making toward Prophylactic Mastectomy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Dijk et al. (2008)</td>
<td>338 women submitted to BRCA 1/2 test (80 carriers of BRCA 1/2 mutation e 258 non-carriers) Self-completion questionnaire. Baseline, 1 week post BRCA 1/2 testing, 2 weeks, 3 months and 9 months post disclosure of BRCA 1/2 test results</td>
<td>Stability of decisions regarding risk-reducing strategies over time and factors associated with these preferences.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1. Choosing Prophylactic Mastectomy (PM)

For women regarded as at high-risk of developing breast cancer and ovarian cancer, due to the existence or strong probability of being carriers of a BRCA mutation based on family history, the decision for PM ranged between 11% and 15%. Uyei et al. (2006), in a retrospective study with 554 women at risk, who underwent genetic testing for BRCA mutations, found a percentage of 15% who decided solely for PM, 5% who decided solely for Prophylactic Oophorectomy (OP) and percentages of 4% and 9.4% regarding women who decided for both types of surgeries. In this study, the majority of women decided for surveillance. This option increases when women are non-carriers of BRCA mutations. This trend is in line with the fact that genetic positive results often rep-
resent a milestone in women’s decision for PM. Ray et al. [18] also found that 11% of women in their sample decided for PM. However, this study was conducted with a small sample (62 women), wherein not all women underwent testing for BRCA mutations. Antill et al. [19] conducted a study with women at high-risk for breast and ovarian cancer, and found a proportion of 4.4% women deciding for PM interventions (95% CI 1.9 - 8.3).

When considering only women with BRCA 1/2 mutation the prevalence of the decisions made are slightly altered. Stuckey et al. [20], in a retrospective study of 90 women with BRCA mutation, found that 51% of these women (33% for BRCA 1 mutation carriers and 67% for BRCA 2 mutation) had some kind of prophylactic surgery. Among these, 28% underwent PM and 85% underwent PO. Studies show that in a smaller group of women at risk (BRCA mutation carriers), the frequency of decision for both PM and PO increases significantly, and in some studies this frequency is even higher than the adoption of surveillance methods. Metcalfe et al. [21], using the same type of sample and for 110 months, observed that 27.2% of women underwent PM, 66.7% decided for PO, 21% decided for tamoxifen, and 23% for surveillance methods. Another study also evaluated the long-term (10 years) decisions of women with BRCA mutations from the moment that they have been genetically tested, finding higher values of decision for PM (50% underwent PM) [22].

Results show that in all studies including carriers of BRCA mutations, PM is the less frequent intervention measure adopted comparing with PO [23,24].

It seems, then, that the decision for PM increases in women with BRCA mutations; however, there is a percentage of women that decide for this type of intervention without being mutation carriers or even, as some studies refer, without having been tested. Ray et al. [18] found that 37% of women who underwent PM were not tested for BRCA mutations, suggesting that other factors influence the decision-making process. However, in other study with a small sample of women carrying BRCA mutations, all 7 women underwent PO, while 5 (71%) underwent PM. Among the women who were not genetically tested, yet presenting a risk higher than 10% of having a BRCA mutation, 26% underwent PM, while 32% decided for PO [25]. Rueth et al. [26] conducted a study with a 71 women sample that underwent PM; among these, only 25 (35.2%) had pre-surgery BRCA testing. Thus, we can posit that in spite of the fact that PM seems influenced by BRCA mutation status, there are some women that perform this intervention without having, or without even knowing whether they have the mutations.

Some studies focused on whether the decision for PM remained stable over time, especially if women changed their opinion after they found out that they were BRCA mutation carriers. Van djik et al. [27] found that before testing for genetic BRCA mutations, 25 of 77 women carrying the mutation intended to perform PM and, after a period of 9 months, 19 women had undergone the intervention. Hoogerburg et al. [28] found that among the women who intended to undergo PM before genetic results, between 66% and 89% (the variation is dependent on the coexistence of false positive results in MRI surveillance) performed PM at an average period of 2 years post-testing, while only 11% to 15% of women who initially had intentions to adopt the strategy of surveillance for risk reduction, conducted PM. In a study by Kurian et al. [29], the majority of patients (85% (CI 68.9% - 95.1%)) maintained their attitude against adopting PM interventions or were even more decided not to undergo this intervention, one year after the genetic tests. Thus, it appears that the decision for PM as well as the decision for not being submitted to a PM intervention remains stable over time and, in many cases, it seems to be determined before knowing the results from BRCA-testing.

The average age of women who undergo mastectomy interventions was quite variable in the analysed studies; the age range was between 37 and 46 years of age, the majority had children and were married [18-30]. Women with a history of prior breast cancer are more likely to do prophylactic surgery instead of surveillance (p = 0.003) [20]. When comparing women with the BRCA mutation with those not tested, the later were older when they were operated (39.1 versus 49.2 years, p < 0.001), had more previous biopsies and mammograms. Among the untested, the most prevalent reasons for surgery were a family history of breast cancer (45.6%), Ductal carcinoma in situ or atypical hyperplasia (34.8%), or even just to reduce the risk and the anxiety of getting cancer in the future (19.6%) [26].

3.2. Decision-Making Factors

The study of the reasons for the decision toward PM follows two approaches: 1) the analysis of studies that aim to find significant associations between PM and other possible factors influencing the decision-making process, and 2) the analysis of qualitative studies that, through a process of content analysis, aim to describe the perceptions of women included in their samples.

As it was mentioned above, the women’s knowledge about being or not a BRCA mutation carrier is an important factor in the decision-making process toward PM, although not the only one. For Ray et al. [18], the most influential factors in the decision for prophylactic surgery were the results of genetic testing for BRCA mutations followed by family history of cancer. These authors state, alike McQuiter et al. [31], that the genetic result may be seen as “a pivotal point” (p. 313) in the decision. Uyei et al. [30] also establish the association between BRCA
mutation and prophylactic surgery (OR, 5.96, 95% CI 2.74 - 12.97), in contrast to the negative association of PM with surveillance strategies (OR 0.22, 95% CI 12.13 - 0.37).

One of the major factors influencing decision-making for PM, which is highlighted in some studies [18,19,23,32], is the family history of breast cancer and ovarian cancer. According to Metcalf et al. [33], among the carriers of BRCA 1/2, family history predicts the choice for PM or PO as a strategy for reducing cancer risk, concluding that women with sisters with breast cancer are more likely to perform PM than those without sisters with breast cancer (OR = 2.4, p = 0.003). Antill et al. [19] also found a significant association between the PM and the number of first degree relatives with breast cancer (p = 0.025).

Parity also seems to be a factor associated with the choice of PM. Friebel et al. [23], suggest that parity and family history of ovarian cancer are predictors of decision toward PM in carriers of BRCA 1; the authors also found that tobacco use and family history of ovarian cancer are predictors of decision for PM in women with BRCA 2. Skytte et al. [22] also reported that age and having children also influence the decision for prophylactic surgery.

Besides Skytte et al. [22], Landsbergen et al. [34] also report the age of the most influential variable in the decision toward PM. These authors found that younger age and preference for PM prior to genetic testing are the stronger predictors of PM (R2 = 0.57). In what concerns prior preference for PM, other authors [27-29] also refer to the stability strong determination of women's decisions regarding strategies to reduce risk of breast and ovarian cancer, but more specifically regarding prophylactic surgery. This issue is seen as the most predictive variable of the process of decision-making.

From the point of view of the women, which is the second approach for data analysis adopted in this review, and aiming to better understand their perceptions of the reasons for the decision, rejection or postponement of PM, other variables stand out. The preoccupation with body image and sexuality are factors contributing for rejection of PM [35]: in a study with 18 women with BRCA mutations who were interviewed, the majority (12) underline as negative aspects of PM the impact on physical appearance/physical functioning (scarring, mutilation, period of recovery) and on body image [36]. In the sample of the study conducted by Staton et al. [37], concerns with appearance and preoccupation with sexuality were the second most frequently mentioned factors. Other rejection or postponement factors are concerns about the surgery, not only in relation to the recovery process, such as possible physical complications, but also the perception of the irreversibility of the act [18]. In the same study, other reasons cited for rejection/deferment were the feeling of not being “the right time in life” (p. 482) and the fear of “early menopause” (p. 482) (the latter more on the decision for PO). In the Tan et al. [38] study, the uncertainty about the decision (23%) and the need for more information (23%) were the main reasons for the postponement of the PM.

Howard et al. [39] describe some characteristics that a woman has into account regarding the definition of the “right time” for the MP’s decision: when it fits in her life, when she had enough time to think about the decision, when she feels emotionally ready (when she resolves the inner conflict of being a BRCA mutation carrier), when all conflicts are resolved when they do not feel there are better options that the health system allows. In the van Dijk et al. [27] study, anticipating feelings of regret in the case of hypothetical breast cancer is strongly correlated with the preference for mastectomy compared with the preference for surveillance, in women with BRCA mutations (OR = 28.10, P < 0.001) and, therefore, it is a major factor influencing decision making. In Tan et al. [38], the main reasons for PM are: anxiety and risk of cancer reduction (56%), avoiding the repetition of familial cancer (46%), the feeling of responsibility for the family, husband and children (32%) and lack of confidence in detection methods (23%). Other authors identify the reduction of anxiety related with cancer as the most decisive factor in the decision-making process for PM [39-41]. In Litton et al. [42] there is even a significant difference (P = 0.001) regarding the feeling that the PM is the only way to reduce preoccupation, when comparing BRCA mutation carriers and non-carriers (64.7% and 34.4%, respectively).

Concerning the effects of PM on anxiety caused by cancer risk (one of the main reasons for undergoing PM), it is observed that women who decided for PM have lower estimates of their risk for breast cancer (P = 0.052) [19], and total anxiety seems to decrease in the first year after PM (P = 0.02), but it did not significantly decreased in those who did not undergo surgery [43].

4. Discussion

An important methodological issue must be highlighted in our study, concerning the fact that no randomized-control studies were found. For this reason, results had to be interpreted qualitatively, which does not enable the identification of effect sizes for the associations and differences suggested in the results section.

The decision for the most appropriate risk reduction strategy is not a straightforward process. The impact of strategies to reduce the risk of cancer and promote survival rate and quality of life are key criteria for a good decision-making. There is no single strategy that can meet all the expectations and requirements of an indivi-
tal woman [7]. Thus, the decision for PM, as stated by the NCCN guidelines, is of a process to be discussed with the physician who will have to take into account informative aspects of surgery, risk calculation and degree of protection, as well as a careful approach to the woman’s psychological well-being, with regards to her expectations, preferences, fears and concerns.

In this review we found that, on the one hand, the analysed studies found differences between women carrying BRCA mutations and non-carriers regarding the decision for PM, and the later decide for surveillance as a preventive strategy more often. Also, we found that BRCA mutation seems to influence the decision for prophylactic surgery, with more women choosing to undergo the surgery, even when compared to those at risk for breast cancer (those with family history, risk of more than 10% of being BRCA mutation carriers). The percentage of decision for PM tends to be lower than the percentage of decision for PO, in BRCA positive women. The decision for PM seems to be stable over time, even with the introduction of variables such as results of genetic tests.

Several authors state the need to establish “the right time” for the decision. Our study suggests that there are associations that involve socio-demographic data and family history; in fact, according to the review conducted, there seems to be associations between BRCA mutation status, age, parity and number of relatives with cancer. Other studies confirm these results, referring to the evidence of the influence of parity, BRCA mutation status and number of relatives with cancer in the decision for prophylactic surgery [35,44].

In the data reviewed and in our experience, BRCA mutation carriers often decide for PM based not only on the mutation status but also on their family history. For example, a women that has experienced deaths from cancer in young family members and has witnessed several cancer cases in her family is more likely to opt for PM, this apparently solely emotional choice can be clinically justified by different penetrance, which is difficult to quantify for an individual family.

Women refer anxiety regarding the risk of cancer as the main drive for the decision, leading them to anticipate feelings of regret, and the feeling that the PM and PO are the only ways to reduce their concerns in relation to their high percentage of risk. These results are in line with Howard et al. [35]: “The psychological consequences of perceived cancer risk, and cancer related distress, anxiety and worry also appear to be influential in risk-reducing surgery decisions” (p. 2).

The initial concerns and anxiety, seem to find real relief with PM, and these results are supported by previous reviews indicating that the majority of studies exploring the psychological impact of PM showed that women who chose this strategy are satisfied with their decision, decreased their anxiety regarding the risk of cancer and experience less psychological difficulties [45]. However, and due to the fact that PM is an irreversible intervention, the decision is influenced by other important factors, particularly the ones related with body image and sexuality, which require from the physician a careful but thorough approach in information providing, but also in addressing fears and concerns, whether these are real or imagined, ensuring that they support woman is finding “the right time”, in the most freely and informed way as possible [35,45].

5. Conclusions

In our experience, counseling risk reducing strategies in BRCA mutations carriers or high-risk individuals without identified mutations, all women want a clear plan and some may need a surgery.

We generally do not counsel on PM before forming a family and childbearing. We are totally supportive and implement imaging and chemoprevention strategies for all our universe of at-risk individuals. However, a subgroup of women are not serene without prophylactic surgery. We start by proposing PO and in a stepwise approach we finally propose PM. Because of our gradual approach and complicity through years of counselling, a given patient we seldom have 1) a refusal of PM 2) a regret after PM. We maintain that PM is useful and effective but patient selection and close physician-patient interaction the key for success.
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